ABSTRACT. In this article the following results are established. as the integral I(4>) = J g(4>(t)) </>(') exp(-4> (t)/2)dt is finite or infinite,
That the probability of the event considered above is zero or one is not surprising. It is easily seen (see [9] ) that the mixing condition: lim ^oori0 = 0 is sufficient for the zero-one law. In fact the ergodic condition: lim7._iX)(l/T)/n r{t)dt = 0 would suffice. Note that a (t) = 2\t\ H(t) is monotone near zero and that a2(t) ^ a2(t) as t -> 0, where a2(t) = E(X(t) -X(0))2 = 2(1 -r(t)), and recall the notation g{x)=l/"a~ (l/x).
We also need the following lemmas from [7] and L8j:
Lemma 2.2. Let I((p) -<*> and suppose that the second part of Theorem A holds under the following added restriction: for large t 2 log t < (p2(t) < 2 log t + 2A log log t, Using L'Hospital's rule in (2.3), we obtain Divide the integral in the numerator of (2.4) into two parts according as z7zA<s< dzz-Aotdzz -A < s < z -A, where 1 -dz = z~y(logz)-1 and S < y < 1.
The integral from 8 Z -A to z -A can be ignored since we can replace M /log(z -s) by S and bound this part of the integral by
This contribution to the integral in the numerator of (2.4) divided by a lower estimate of the denominator leaves the ratio (1 -0 )z log z = z ~7 which goes to zero as z goes to oo. For s < d z -A,
"XP 12 log(z-s)J * 2 logzQ-9 ) CXP 12 log zil-0 )) Thus lkilP\Dk > (EJnk\ < oo. This implies that 1'im^^Ck/E]n = 0 a.s.
